
CUEFA Town Hall
12 January 2022, 7pm

Speakers:

Welcome (Caroline Howarth, Assistant Professor - Drama)
● Land acknowledgement
● The goal of this town hall is to keep students and their parents informed. CUEFA will

provide information about
○ the current strike situation
○ what has led CUEFA to strike
○ actions that can be taken to assist CUEFA in achieving a fair resolution to the

strike
● Agenda:

○ INTRODUCTION: What do Faculty and Academic Support Officers do?
○ BACKGROUND: What led to the strike vote?
○ EXPLANATION: Why are we on strike?
○ FINANCES: Can CUE afford what we are asking for?
○ SALARY: What are we asking for?
○ INSTRUCTOR LOCKOUT: Who are Sessionals and where do they stand?
○ STUDENT SUPPORT: What is SSCUEFA and why was it created?
○ UPDATE: Are there any recent developments to report?
○ NEXT STEPS: What can you do to help end the strike?
○ QUESTIONS

Introduction: What do we do? (Dana Ouellette, Librarian)
● Faculty members at CUE engage in course design and preparation, department

administration, the writing and submission of grant applications, research (reading,
writing, hypothesis testing, and writing), peer review of journal articles, scholarly
publishing, committee work, student advising, and the writing of student referral letters.

● What are ASOs?
○ Academic Service Officers (ASOs) at CUE are full-time librarians, lab instructors,

and field placement coordinators.
● Librarians at CUE provide information literacy instruction and research support, maintain

curriculum-relevant collections, provide subject and technical expertise, maintain online
databases and resources, conduct research, participate in committee work, and actively
maintain partnerships with local, provincial, and international external library
organizations.

● Lab instructors at CUE teach in science laboratories and manage equipment, develop
lab courses, maintain health and safety protocols in the laboratories, advise students,
conduct research, and participate in committee work.

● Field placement coordinators at CUE work with businesses and organizations to create
and provide practicum and field experience opportunities for management, education,
and psychology students, liaise with site supervisors, and teach weekly seminars.



Strike: Background and Explanation (Dr. Alison Kulak, Association Professor -
Psychology)

● Why has CUEFA opted to go on strike?
○ With the increase in enrollment over the last few years, it has become

increasingly challenging to deliver programs while maintaining the quality of the
student experience that CUE has become known for providing.

○ CUEFA is asking for incremental improvements in workload and salary, as well
as changes to the institution’s intellectual property policy, that will benefit the
CUE community as a whole.

○ Collective bargaining negotiations commenced in May of 2021. In November of
2021, both parties had come to an impasse on a number of items, including:

■ Job security
● Introduction of language allowing for dismissal for reasons

other than just cause.
■ Workload

● More students, more programs, more research expectations
■ Salary

● Comparably low salaries unfit for recruitment and retention
○ ASOs are also affected by the increase in the number of students and programs.
○ Intellectual property: Academics produce creative works of a variety of types (IP)

and admin has proposed removing our right to have input into the policy that
governs the IP that arises from our creative work.

CUE Finances (Dr. Jonathan Strand, Professor - Philosophy)
● What is the financial situation of CUE?

○ Over the past five years, CUE’s financial situation has vastly improved.
○ Student enrolment has increased by over 50% resulting in tuition and fee

revenue that has nearly doubled.
○ Over ⅓ of this money has been banked for buildings.
○ Currently, CUE has in the bank nearly the entire amount for its new building -

$40m.
● Can CUE Administration afford to raise salaries?

○ CUE can easily give CUEFA what it is asking for in terms of salaries. Our
incredibly modest request would cost the university $350,000/year, a fraction of
its yearly revenue.

● Any increase in salary for members of CUEFA should not affect tuition rates.
● Fundraising has not been a focus of Administration. Over the past 5 years, CUE has

raised just $1.8m from donors. More could be done to fundraise.

Sessional Instructors (Vern Thiessen, Sessional Instructor)
● Sessional instructors are contract workers hired for a fixed term.
● Currently, there are over 100 sessional instructors on contract at CUE.
● Sessional instructors are not currently part of CUEFA, and they are not covered by the

collective agreement.
● Sessional instructors do not receive benefits, nor do they have job security or access to

research funds.



● When CUEFA was established, there was much opposition from Administration.
Including sessionals in the Faculty Association was beyond the scope of what could be
accomplished at the time.

● CUEFA is exploring options for offering financial support to sessional instructors.
● Position of sessional with regard to the strike:

○ Sessionals want students to have the highest quality education possible, which is
why they are fighting.

○ Sessionals have been locked out and are unable to teach. They are not receiving
pay.

Student Perspectives
(Ashley Callahan)

● Why was SSCUEFA established?
○ When notice of a possible strike was announced, students began emailing their

concerns to Administration. They were met with overwhelming silence and, in
some cases, censorship.

○ SSCUEFA is an interdisciplinary collective that began as a way for students who
support their faculty to voice and demonstrate their solidarity.

○ Students who supported the University of Manitoba Faculty Association have
been incredibly helpful and continue to show soliday with SSCUEFA.

○ Support for SSCUEFA have grown exponentially. Supporters include current
students, alumni, and members of the community.

● What are the main reasons SSCUEFA is supporting the faculty during this strike?
○ Excerpt from letter sent to President Lorean following the strike vote

announcement.
■ The people - faculty and sessional instructors - are the reason students

choose CUE.
■ Consider the following:

● If there is  any hope that the degree they are working towards will
have value in the future, how can we stand by the message that
post-secondary education is worth so little? Mansions can be
bought, but staff can’t be paid a fair and comparable salary? Who
will be left to teach once instructors are all forced to leave for
higher paying jobs to battle inflation and increasing costs of living?

● Students must continue to apply pressure .

(Jaeli Willoughby, Education Student Society President)
● Brief statement of support for CUEFA
● The disregard for negotiations affects faculty AND students.
● Students need answers to what the future will look like.
● What do I remember most from my 5 years at CUE? The wonderful professors who have

taught, laughed, and celebrated with us.

Bargaining Update (Dr. Deb Hemmerling, Professor - Biology)



● Once bargaining for the collective agreement has been completed, it will be sent out to
membership for ratification.

● If ratified, the new collective agreement will not include salary. CUEFA has agreed to
send the salary article to binding arbitration.

● While waiting for arbitration for salary, CUEFA members will return to work.
● What is binding arbitration?

○ If a collective agreement cannot be achieved through negotiations, with or
without the assistance of a mediator, both parties can enter into binding
arbitration where a third party is assigned to make a decision. Arbitration is
binding. This means the parties must abide by, and live with the arbitration
decision.

● It could take months for arbitration to be completed. CUEFA members have agreed to
return to work pending arbitration once all other articles in the collective agreement have
been agreed upon and ratified by the membership.

Next Steps (Dr. Steven Muir, Professor - Theology)
● Student voices make a difference. We are here to listen. Admin should be available to

listen too.
● What can be done?

● Sign the petition in support of CUEFA
● Send an automated email to Dr. Loreman
● Send personal emails to the Board of Governors and CUE administration
● Joining the picket line weekdays from 9-11am and 1-3pm at the corner of 112

Avenue and 73 Street.

https://www.petitions.net/students_supporting_cue_faculty_association
https://makeitfair.caut.ca/cuefa?locale=en&fbclid=IwAR3vxu4IlQVxlLO1svUVhrxENwbPRnZz3H4f0PWEOORurC6ZRCuN8FrUCAw
http://cuefa.ca/

